
 
 

 

PROFILE  

 

Rashmi Shetty is an ICF credentialed Professional Certified Coach (PCC) and the founder Director of The Third 

Eye. She has taken office from January, 2022, as Trustee with the ICF Foundation, a global role with the 

International Coaching Federation (ICF), where she intends being instrumental in blending important issues 

like climate change into coaching. 

Rashmi comes from a varied background of Coaching, Sales, Storytelling, Facilitator, Radio Jockeying, Chat 

show hosting, Emceeing & Podcasting. An eclectic mix from all these experiences makes her a motivational 

speaker too. 

A certified DISC Assessor; EFT, NLP, TA101 are what she uses in her assignments. Combining these learnings 

with an in depth understanding of the Bhagavad Gita has connected the many dots of her life. These lessons 

have helped her craft her leadership & coaching programs.  

Attitude Transition is what Rashmi focusses on in her coaching sessions. Her ability to create instant connect 

with her clients is one of her biggest strengths. She earned her PCC in 2013 and uses her own coaching 

model RISE: R for Result, I represents Introspection, which is the key to understand what are the obstacles, S 

is the Stimulation where powerful questioning & visualization techniques are used and E the stage of 

Evaluation. Coaching leaders especially women leaders in transition, social change makers & entrepreneurs 

/start-ups have been her area of interest. 

She is a National & an international award winner for scripting & narrating radio Documentaries, and has a 

17-year parallel experience in the voice industry, emceeing, voice overs, scripting & narrating radio 

documentaries.  Her skills with Voice are what she delivers with her program VANI - Virtual Articulation and 

Narrating Instrument for enhancing virtual presentation skills. A one-on-one customized coaching program 

to build virtual presence to her clients who range from different sectors & across leadership laterals. 

 “U n’ I with Rashmi Shetty” is a podcast she hosts where she interviews people who have inspiring stories. 

She was honored with the “Iconic woman creating a better world for all” award in July 2020 from the 

Women Economic Forum & is also Asia lead with a global body called Climate Coaching Alliance.  

For more details you can visit: www.coachrashmishetty.com 

 


